
Makan� Men�
2245 1st Ave, New York, United States

+12129963534

A complete menu of Makana from New York covering all 16 dishes and drinks can be found here on the card. For
seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website.

What User likes about Makana:
Adult in Hawaii, ordered delivery Authentic give you Mac Salat without asking how in Hawaii. Ribs were great,
Sauce needs more sweet. Garlic rice not charged, not garlic The coconut dessert was disappointing. It's just a
pudding with shaved coconut on top? If they can increase the sweet hawaiian teriyaki options, I will completely

reorder and bring friends. read more. What User doesn't like about Makana:
I have been ordering from here for years and she? ve has changed the management several times. Every time
they change management, it will be bad. I ordered the lunch special and they gave me enough washabi for two

pieces of the 12 pieces sushi rolls I have. The same for the ginger. In addition, prices are ridiculous! I won't come
back there after more than 7-10 years of food. So sad!!!! read more. The rooms in the restaurant are wheelchair

accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities. Should you wish to sample
delicious American meals like burgers or barbecue, then Makana in New York is the ideal place for you, fine

particularly are the Sashimi and specialties like Inside-Out that this place is known for. The Asian fusion cuisine
is also an important part of Makana. Anyone who finds the everyday and generally known menus too ordinary

should approach with a willingness to experiment and try some exciting combination of ingredients enjoy, and it's
made with lots of freshly harvested vegetables, fish and meat, healthy Japanese meals cooked.
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P�z�
PIZZA HAWAII

�s� dishe�
FISH TACOS

Starter� & Salad�
SHRIMP

Indischer Rei�
GARLIC RICE

Side� an� �tra�
COCONUT SHRIMP

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

Salad�
SALAD

TACOS

Mai� course�
RIBS

SUSHI

Ingredient� Use�
GARLIC

COCONUT

TERIYAKI

MEAT
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00 -22:00
Tuesday 11:00 -22:00
Wednesday 11:00 -22:00
Thursday 11:00 -22:00
Friday 11:00 -22:30
Saturday 11:00 -22:30
Sunday 12:00 -22:00
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